
Chateau de Falloux is Under Contract in
Cooperation with agent Tony Wells of French
Domaines.

A true gem of neo-Gothic architecture glitters from

the heart of the Loire Valley.

Concierge Auctions is pleased to

announce the pending sale of Chateau de

Falloux in cooperation with agent Tony

Wells of French Domaines.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, July 23, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Listed for €3.8

million, the property sold on the

Concierge digital bidding platform after

an active auction on 22 July.

“Concierge Auctions’ experience with

selling real estate on an accelerated

timeline is simply unmatched,” stated

Wells. “I’m familiar with their process as

I’ve sold property with them before, but the breakneck speed at which they’re able to market a

property to their global database, accrue a field of competitive bidders is truly incredible. I’m

pleased at another successful sale here in France, and look forward to our next collaboration.”

We’re thrilled with the

outcome of the auction.

Working with both our agent

and Concierge Auctions

gave us control over the

volatile real estate market

and allowed us to sell our

home on our timeline.”

David O'Neill, seller

Not an ounce of authenticity was sacrificed during Chateau

de Falloux’s careful restoration. Updated luxuries, like the

custom kitchen with Carrara marble surfaces and built-in

appliances, bring perfect balance to the sweeping antique

staircases and ornate carved fireplaces. Sumptuous

chandeliers and immaculate oak paneling throughout

provide a warm and cohesive design that calls you to linger

in each new room. Bright, airy, and irresistibly inviting,

Chateau de Falloux is as charming as the Verzee valley it

overlooks—all just two hours from Paris.

“We’re thrilled with the outcome of the auction. Our dedicated project manager was able to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.conciergeauctions.com/auctions/chateau-de-falloux-loire-valley-france
https://www.conciergeauctions.com/auctions/chateau-de-falloux-loire-valley-france


The history of Chateau de Falloux can be traced back

to the 18th century with extensive enhancements in

the 19th century.

Its recent renovation, which was completed in 2018,

has breathed new life and modernity into each of its

rooms, from herringbone parquet floors to soaring

cathedral ceilings.

register ten bidders in what ultimately

became a very exciting and competitive

auction. Working with both our agent

and Concierge Auctions gave us control

over the volatile real estate market,

and allowed us to sell our home on our

timeline,” added seller David O’Neil.

As part of Concierge Auctions' Key for

Key® giving program in partnership

with Giveback Homes, the closing of

the Chateau de Falloux will result in a

new home built for a family in need.

Concierge Auctions offers a

commission to the buyers'

representing real estate agents. See

Auction Terms and Conditions for full

details. For more information or to

view all current offerings, visit

ConciergeAuctions.com or call

+1.212.202.2940.

About Concierge Auctions

Concierge Auctions is the world’s

largest luxury real estate auction firm

with a state-of-the-art digital

marketing, property preview, and

bidding platform. The firm matches

sellers of one-of-a-kind properties with

the most high-net-worth property

connoisseurs on the planet. Sellers

gain unmatched reach, speed, and

certainty. Buyers get incredible deals.

Agents earn their commission in 30 days. Since its inception in 2008, Concierge Auctions has

generated billions of dollars in sales, broken world records for the highest-priced homes ever

achieved at auction, and grown its activity in 44 U.S. states/territories and 30 countries. The firm

owns the most comprehensive and intelligent database of high-net-worth real estate buyers and

sellers in the industry, and has contributed more than 300 homes to-date as part of its Key for

Key® giving program in partnership with Giveback Homes™, which guarantees that for every

property the company sells, a new home is funded for a family in need. For more information

visit ConciergeAuctions.com.

http://www.conciergeauctions.com


Sumptuous chandeliers and immaculate oak paneling

throughout provide a warm and cohesive design that

calls you to linger in each new room.

Bright, airy, and irresistibly inviting, Chateau de

Falloux is as charming as the Verzee valley it

overlooks.

Emily Roberts

Concierge Auctions

+ +1 212-202-2940
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